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Established in 2013 RAW is an offshoot company of Lavish Design.
RAW was created specifically to administer and manage an ingenious range of Event recycling
focused Art & Performance based projects & initiatives within the entertainment, corporate
and brand led event industries.
The first official supporters of RAW were the Arctic Monkeys in 2014.
RAW PROJECTS ARE FOCUSED IN FOUR KEY AREAS:
High impact, High quality, commissioned WORKS OF ART made from redeemed Film, Festival
and Event waste
Exquisite ENVIRONMENTAL DECOR made from redeemed waste
Ingenious WEARABLE ART with an ethical and also a practical focus, made from redeemed
waste
The PROMOTION & CREATION of International Performance, Music & Art based projects
that combine ingenious recycling and the use of redeemed waste within the work.
AIMS & OBJECTIVES:
RAW is a social enterprise with both an ethical & and also an ecological focus.
RAW is designed to make a profit however these profits go directly back into the development
of RAW and its projects.
RAW also has a strong “social agenda” to encourage and guide up and coming creatives &
technical minded young people into the production world, to train and help young people into
employment, to inspire & encourage ingenuity & awareness through creativity.
RAW’s ethical agenda is focused around sourcing, promoting & working directly with groups
Worldwide who incorporate ingenious recycling concepts within their art, music &
performance based productions.
RAW’s eco agenda spans across all of these, a key focus & central to RAW and its projects is to
help reduce landfill waste within the entertainment & event industries by being creative, to
help save the planet!
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DEVELOPMENT
RAW 2014 -18 – Phase one of a five year research and development plan, first stage pilot
projects were realized in 2014 & 2015, second stage projects are currently being developed for
2016/17 & also 2018 at public, private, corporate & brand led events which will be based
around:
FESTIVALS - The creation of high impact sculptural Art & Environmental Décor that
communicates a strong message, is engaging, well fashioned & looks amazing - from the multievent landfill & waste. These art works will also be designed to replace some of the usual tired
hired in décor that is seen at all of the festivals. Where suitable, we will also incorporate
interactive drop off points for the guests (current) waste (plastic bottles for example) that will
become a part of the overall installation.
FESTIVALS– In collaboration with leading artists, the design and creation of highly collectable
Wearable Art Bags made mainly from discarded tents printed with striking metallic patterns,
to be sold only at selected events. These very desirable and highly practical Art Bags will make
their first ever appearance at this year’s Latitude Festival available for the public to buy as a
part of the ultra cool interactive art feature ‘Pamper Street’.
CORPORATE & BRAND LED EVENTS - For private, corporate & brand led events we would
like to work directly with the event agencies, sponsors, brands & marketing teams to
conceptualize & create iconic large-scale sculptural art works from (what would have been)
their own event waste. These would be commissioned pieces created by well-known artists that
would go on to be displayed in the brand/sponsors foyer or place of choice following their event
& the collection of the waste materials that the work would be cleverly constructed from.
These pieces would be aesthetically reflective of the sponsor/brand’s product or key message,
would substantially reduce the landfill waste from their own event as well as clearly
communicating to all who saw the piece on display their commitment to green initiatives &
support of the critical worldwide struggle to lessen the amount of landfill.
PERFORMANCE - We are developing a host of performance led concepts that will connect in
to the worlds of fashion, music, performance & art. The first of these ‘Cornell’s Dream” will be
staged in 2016 at the Latitude Festival.
ART SHELTERS – We are also interested in developing a series of patterned tents, temporary
structures & simple beautiful shelters from landfill waste materials. Using discarded tents &
fold out chairs amongst other possible materials from the events and festivals. Taking
inspiration from iconic designs of nomadic tents/temporary structures & simple shelters
across cultures/Worldwide (such as Bedouin, Yurt, Raj Tent, Khaimas...etc) however restyled
in an ingenious fashion with a contemporary twist.
RAW are seeking support for all of these first stage pilot projects with a view to developing
them further in 2017 and 2018 when we also hope to have a separate off-site storage area (we
are currently kindly allowed to utilize the Latitude Festival storage and workshops in Suffolk)
& a larger designated workshop facilities to facilitate larger scale RAW design & construction.
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KNOWLEDGE & CONNECTIONS IN THE ART FIELD
In addition to being International performance and music programmers & also show
producers, Ami Jade Cadillac & Lavish Design have also worked as curators & art producers
for a number of years and have produced commissions with a host of highly respected
established artists such as Graeme Hudson, Andy Harper, Andy Holden, Paul Burgess, Tom
Dale, George Young, Alice Anderson, Linder Sterling & Turner Prize winning artist and
musician Martin Creed to name but a few. Over the past few years we have also been working
closely with Arts Institutions such as the Glasgow Sculpture studios on specific projects & are
developing collaborations with established Arts bodies such as Home-live Art.
EXAMPLE: The Glasgow Sculpture Studios
The Glasgow Sculpture studio’s supports a vibrant community of professional artists who focus
on innovative sculptural techniques and practices.
Artists within this wide-ranging community include established artists whose practice is
recognized at the highest level: from representing Scotland at the Venice Biennale, being
nominated for the Turner Prize to winning Becks Futures.
Within the building, which was an old Whisky Bond, there are a host of fully equipped
workshops for a range of disciplines for use by both resident & local as well as exhibiting
Artists and members of the public.
Skilled art technicians run the workshops & are often involved in the construction of
exhibiting artists work as well as helping the resident artists with the realisation of their
pieces.
Resident GSS artists & Art technicians Charles Engebretsen & Dave MacAllister were both
instrumental in the creation of the 2013 Pilot ‘Thirsty GOD’ at T In The Park, Scotland’s
largest music Festival.

Christine Borland, Cast From Nature 2011, Commissioned by Glasgow Sculpture Studios.
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RATIONALE
There is a huge amount of landfill waste created by the Entertainment Industry & the Festival
Worlds.
Key being that it is not only the event production machines that create this waste, a large
proportion comes from its attendee’s especially as far as Festivals are concerned; hundreds of
thousands of discarded brand new tents, wellington boots, umbrella’s, blankets to name but a
few items that are taken & destroyed at the cost of the Festival promoter… & the Earth!
Festivals struggle to encourage their attendants to be more mindful of this huge issue and
there are green festival awards and many incentives to encourage Festivals to find ways to
deal with this problem in some way or another. However as hard as they try their attempts to
significantly reduce the waste left behind each year are mostly ineffective.
Also, the majority of the Festivals hire in slightly tired décor pieces and considerable amounts
of generic flags & other decorative elements each year, all of which are generally the same
pieces & seen by the public at a variety of other events & festivals year in, year out.
Corporate & Brand led events; although many agencies & promoters are seen from the outside
to be supporting green initiatives they have been honest with us in during our 2013 research.
Most agencies admit that they simply mask the waste created & continue to allow themselves
to be seen as “ticking all the right green boxes” in order to win much coveted green kudos.
All of the agencies we have talked to about RAW have embraced the concept of linking in to
their events the creation of commissioned ‘on brand’ art pieces for their clients made from that
particular launch or brand events own waste.

A regenerated hand painted bedroom set becomes a striking music arena for Radio 3 complete with
‘Hot’ a chic illuminated artwork, which was once a previously commissioned sign for a Hot Tub area.
Contemporary Costume and Styling for a fashion shoot features striking outfits made predominately
from recycled white plastic cups.
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THE CONCEPT WAS BORN
Over the past 11 years Festivals have approached RAW’s well-established sister company
Lavish Design, to conceive, curate and manage iconic ‘looks’ for their events as well as
programming high impact ‘Performance & Art based experiences’
Promoters have seen the benefit of commissioning Lavish to do so, as Lavish have developed &
built on the events own identity by creating a host of bespoke décor & art pieces each year that
all tie in to the overarching style which they created for the event, along with the impactful
contemporary International performances programmes that run in parallel, or can sit neatly
within, with the event’s main program.
This has helped establish a more powerful identity for these events, making them stand out
more clearly from the others. It has also created a stronger continuity across their overall
event sites. All of these elements also create added value & audience experience, plus
providing a host of additional photo & marketing opportunities.
Please go to www.wearelavish.com and ‘Case Studies’ then ‘Latitude Festival to view footage &
see an example of this work.
Lavish Design were delighted to be invited by Melvin Benn & Festival Republic to create iconic
features for his multi award winning Latitude Festival in its inauguration & are now proud to
be a key part of the Festival & its team. Lavish design & create the stage dressing for the main
arena stages as well as the host of installations across the site. They are also responsible for
the much-publicized multi colored sheep, which have since become a trademark of the festival.
Lavish produce a variety of contemporary music, film & performance stages in the Woods such
as the Lavish Lounge which hosts BBC Radio 3’ s Late Junction live at Latitude, The Lavish
Big Screen which along with its Art House film programme incorporates live DJ’/VJ’ing by
cult artistes such as the legendary Don Letts, Orbital’s Phil Hartnol, Stephen Mallinder
(Cabaret Voltaire), Al Doyle (Hot Chip), Dennis (DJ) McNany (Museum of Love), Viv
Albertine (The Slits) and Turner Prize winning artist and musician Martin Creed . Along with
Melvin Benn the Festival Director, Ami is also a curator on the board of the LCA (Latitude
Contemporary Art) which has been responsible for commissioning a host of well-known artists
to create site specific works for Latitude such as Andy Holden, Graeme Hudson, Andy
Harper, Tom Dale, George Young, Alice Anderson & Linder Sterling.
Lavish are in constant direct contact with the Festival promoters, Site managers & Event
producers all of which are constantly striving to find solutions where possible in order to
reduce the amount of landfill waste created at their events. All of the site managers that
Lavish work with have made a considerable in road in to the issue of waste. However over the
years they have also expressed that it is still a big problem and they are therefore very keen to
encourage any recycling based projects, especially those that are art based &/or that serve a
purpose at the event.
Through our discussions with the promoters, production companies & site teams as well as our
experience over the past 11 years, in 2013 we recognized a clear opportunity to combine our
event décor, art and performance pieces with design concepts made from the events own waste
that reflected the energy & soul of the event…& so RAW was born!
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POSITIONING
The site managers are a valuable part of the development of the RAW projects having direct
hands on practical knowledge of the issues of waste in their event, the challenges &
practicalities of dealing with it as well as the possibilities re salvaging & the types of materials
& bulk that are available for RAW to use.
Viewing the way these events run from the inside and key the different audiences & also how
strongly they respond to the bespoke dressing & sculptural elements Lavish Design have
created for these events firmly places RAW & its team in a prime position to conceptualize &
facilitate the RAW projects.
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
Sourcing ethically focused art groups & performance projects worldwide.
RAW are seeking financial backing for a series of R&D trips in order to discuss & develop
concepts with international performance & music based groups (such as the Landfill
Orchestra) with a view to programming them to perform at UK Festivals & Events.
THE RAW LOGO
The RAW logo is itself an artwork, created by the iconic multi medium artist Paul Burgess.
Paul has worked alongside Ami as both an artist & also a curator for many years. We were
delighted that he was happy to create the leading image for RAW.
Paul Burgess is the co-author of the book ‘Satellite: Sex Pistols Graphic Design and
Memorabilia’ (Abstract Sounds Publishing 1999) and has contributed regularly to various
music and design publications. He has worked with the Sex Pistols on numerous occasions as a
photographer and graphic designer. In 1994 Burgess embarked on a six-year photography
project with Jarvis Cocker of Pulp.

Paul Burgess, Title: I Love You More Than My Record Collection, 2010.
www.mrpaulburgess.com
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